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四声道
汽车音响功率放大器

Four-channel
car audio power amplifier
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L×W H:317mm 210× × mm×54mm
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ASS90.4ASS90.4 技术规格
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ASS90.4
ASS90.4 POWER WIRING

Power cord, connected to the positive terminal of the bat-

tery(+12V)

remote turn-on

bare-metal 

chassis ground

Power/Ground Wire 8AWG
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ASS90.4 ASS90.4

1. Power terminal
GND: Connect the GND terminal/chassis ground.
        Please use 8AWG cable. Please refer to the wiring diagram for the length of the 
ground wire.
REM: Remote boot control
        Connect the remote terminal to the remote output of your head unit. When using 
high level input, once the machine receives the signal, the power amplifier will auto-
matically turn on (TURN ON). The remote connection of the power terminal (REM) will 
not be used.
+12:
It is recommended to use an 8AWG wire to connect here with the positive pole of the 
car battery.

2.Fuse Holder
Two 35A fuses are installed on the power amplifier.

3.Speaker terminal
Connect the (+) and (-) terminals to the speaker, making sure the polarity is cor-
rect. See the wiring diagram for specific connections.
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ASS90.4 电源接线图ASS90.4

Power-on indicator (PWE/PRO)
Blue LED on: Power amplifier working normally.
Red LED on: Power amplifier went into protection status.
( It could be over heating protection,under voltage protection
or output short circuit protection.) 

RCA Signal Input
Connect the output terminals of major device (AM / FM / CD) 
on vehicles by using signal cables.

AMP1 Gain control
This control allows you to adjust the overall volume output
level, with Min decreasing the volume, and Max increasing.

AMP2 Gain control
This control allows you to adjust the overall volume output
level, with Min decreasing the volume, and Max increasing.

X-OVER
At HI: it means high pass.
At FULL: it means full range.
At LO: it means low pass.

High pass, low pass frequency response knob
50Hz: When the knob points to some positions, the frequency re-
sponse is 50Hz
200Hz: When the knob points to some positions, the frequency re-
sponse is 200Hz

Bass boost
The variable bass boost control is designed to give you
increased output, 0-6dB , at 40 Hz.
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ASS90.4    4声道接法 ASS90.4    3声道接法

ASS90.4    2声道接法


